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QUESTION NO: 1
Services in the Information and Access Services Layer are typically:

A. Fine-grained and Synchronous.
B. Both Coarse-grained and Fine-Grained.
C. Coarse-grained and Asynchronous.
D. Coarse-grained and Synchronous.
E. Fine-grained and Asynchronous.

Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 2
Within an SOA Common Infrastructure, a Policy Directory:

A. Advertises all services available to a client.
B. Allows consumers to discover services.
C. Specifies routing rules.
D. Specifies authorized users of a service.
E. Catalogs execution rules.

Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 3
Which of the following is true?

A. An SOA approach primarily delivers IT benefits.
B. Prioritizing by business value will enable SOA to provide early benefits.
C. When using an SOA approach, it normally takes years before any benefits are realized.
D. The traditional approach to development is more cost effective than an SOA approach,
but does not deliver the same benefits.

Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 4
Which statement is true?

A. An SOA must include an Enterprise Service Bus.
B. An SOA improves when a 'Best of Breed' approach is used.
C. An SOA must include a Service Registry.
D. An SOA is best when a single platform approach is used because of a single
development and deployment environment.



E. An SOA must support the latest WS-* specifications.

Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 5
Which statement is true?

A. A service implementation can be a member of only one service.
B. A service interface can only be a member of one service.
C. Service consumers can also be service producers.
D. A service must be coarse-grained.

Answer: C

QUESTION NO: 6
ACME Corporation is currently planning their SOA initiative. Analysis has revealed that
most of the business functionality required for an initial SOA business process is housed
within and aging legacy mainframe. What should ACME do?

A. Suspend development work on the legacy mainframe. Extract business functionality,
rewrite in Java and enable as services.
B. Develop the missing functionality in Java and orchestrate it with the existing
functionality.
C. Explore possibility of using adapters, application views, and data views to abstract
reusable logic and data for service enablement.
D. Evolve existing business functionality to be an exact fit.

Answer: C

QUESTION NO: 7
Which of the following issues is a strong indicator of an ineffective governance model?
(Choose all that apply.)

A. Disagreement concerning the current funding model.
B. LOB developers are unsure who 'owns' a service.
C. SOA Governance is seen as a bottleneck
D. Senior management can not explain the role of IT governance.

Answer: A,B,C



QUESTION NO: 8
Which of the following is an accurate characterization of a service? (Choose all that
apply.)

A. A service interface must be expressed in WSDL.
B. A service implementation is a Web Service.
C. A service must use HTTP or HTTP/S as a transport.
D. A service interface must be standards-based.
E. A service must be asynchronous.

Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 9
When starting an SOA initiative, how does an enterprise make sure that key benefits of
SOA are realized?

A. The Enterprise should institute a Program Office.
B. The Enterprise should institute a comprehensive governance plan.
C. The Enterprise should utilize an experienced third party.
D. The Enterprise should rely on skilled and experienced personnel and effective
communications.

Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 10
Which of the following are categorized under software Building Blocks? (Choose all that
apply.)

A. Business Processes
B. Canonical data model
C. Best Practices & Standards
D. Services

Answer: A,B,D


